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Abstract:
The 50 Constellation Priority Sites – Noble, Joosten, French, Eppler, Gruener, Mendell, Plescia, Spudis,
Wargo, Robinson, Lucey
The Constellation program (CxP) has developed a list of 50 sites of interest on the Moon which will be
targeted by the LRO narrow angle camera. The list has also been provided to the M 3 team to supplement
their targeting list. This list does not represent a “site selection” process; rather the goal was to find
“representative” sites and terrains to understand the range of possible surface conditions for human lunar
exploration to aid engineering design and operational planning. The list compilers leveraged heavily on
past site selection work (e.g. Geoscience and a Lunar Base Workshop – 1988, Site Selection Strategy for
a Lunar Outpost – 1990, Exploration Systems Architecture Study (ESAS) – 2005). Considerations
included scientific, resource utilization, and operational merits, and a desire to span lunar terrain types.
The targets have been organized into two “tiers” of 25 sites each to provide a relative priority ranking in
the event of mutual interference. A LEAG SAT (special action team) was established to validate and
recommend modifications to the list. This SAT was chaired by Dr. Paul Lucey. They provided their final
results to CxP in May. Dr. Wendell Mendell will organize an on-going analysis of the data as they come
down to ensure data quality and determine if and when a site has sufficient data to be retired from the list.
The list was compiled using the best available data, however, it is understood that with the flood of new
lunar data, minor modifications or adjustments may be required.
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The Constellation program (CxP) has developed a list of 50 sites of
interest on the Moon which will be targeted by the LRO narrow angle
camera. The list has also been provided to the M3 team to supplement
their targeting list- This list does not represent a"site Seleuion " process;
rather the goal was to find "representative" sites and terrains to
understand the range of possible surface conditions for human lunar
exploratian to aid engineering design and operational planning-
The regions of interest were selected based on three Criteria:
1-Science rationale - the so sites are of unique scientific interest or are scientifically
complex requiring intensive held work with human interaction.
2- Resource potential • as a who le, the 50 sites are representative of the Type of
natural resources available for development and exploitation.
3- Operational perspective - as a whole, the 50 sites are representative of the
d ifferem Terrain types that the Altair lunar la nder and the various lunar svrface
systems may encounter.
The list was compiled by a committee derived from both CxP and the
science community (EpplerlCx, French&MMR GnlenerlCx. loostenlCx,
Mendell /Cx, Plescia /APL, SpudislllSRA, Wargo/ESMO). They leveraged
heavily on past site selection work (e.g. Geoscience and a Lunar Base
Workshop - 1986, Site Selection Strategy for a Lunar Outpost - 7990,
Exploration Systems Architecture Study (E SAS) - 2005).
A LEAG special action team, chaired by Pau] Lucey, was
established to validate and recommend mod ification6 to
the list. They provided their final results to CxP in May.
Theta rgets have been added as priority
one to the LROC targeting database.
Wendell Mendell, Cx chief scientist. will organize an on-
going analysis of the data as they come down to ensure
data quality and determine if and when a site has
sufficient data to be retired from She list.
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The Constellation Program will utilize this data tor:
• planning tasks in the areas of landing she evaluation and selix lion
• design and placement of landers and other statlonary assets
- design Of rovers and Other moblfe assets
• developing terra ln•relallve navigatlon {TRN] capabillties
- assessment and planning of science traverses
